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A MARKOV PROCESS WHICH GIVES RISE TO A

SEMIGROUP
OF EXPANSIVE OPERATORS

T. F. LIN

Abstract. Conditional expectation in a finite complex measure space (M,

ffi , Q) with Q(M) = 1 is studied. A Markov process which gives rise to a

semigroup of expansive operators is constructed.

1. Introduction and notations. A Markov process in a probability space (M,

© , Q) is always associated with a contraction semigroup (see [2]) because of

the fact that Q is a unit positive measure. However, if Q is a finite (signed or

complex) measure with Q(M) = 1, Markov processes can still be defined and

can give rise to semigroups of expansive operators. An actual example is

contructed in the last section of this article. In order to define Markov

processes, conditional expectations must be studied first. This is done in §2.

For any measure space (M, % , Q), let \Q\ denote the total variation of Q.

If % is a sub-a-field of % , let Q% denote the restriction of Q to %.

An abstract probability space (M, <$>, Q) is a measure space with |Q|(M)

< oo and

(1.1) Q(M)=\.

Q will be called an abstract probability measure. A random variable (r.v.) is,

in general, a complex-valued % -measurable function on M. Because of

assumption (1.1), the notion of independence can be discussed. Independent

events or random variables are defined as in the case of an ordinary

probability space.

Definition. Let Z be a r.v. and % a sub-a-field of "$ containing a(Z). Z

is said to be integrable, DC-integrable, or absolutely integrable according to

whether |Z| is | QCT(z )|-integrable, | ̂  c^ j -integrable, or |(2|-integrable.

2. Conditional expectation. In an ordinary probability space, the conditional

expectation E(Z\%) of an integrable r.v. Z given a a-field % is an a.e.

defined, % -measurable r.v. Y such that

(2.1) [zdQ=(YdQ
JH JH

holds for each 77 G %. In an abstract probability space, E(Z\%) will be

defined similarly. However, it should be pointed out that integrability of the
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r.v. Z is not enough, since an DC-measurable r.v. Y which satisfies (2.1) might

not exist. Even if it does exist, it might not be unique. To overcome these

difficulties, we shall introduce the notion of DC-null sets. For avoiding the

situation that oo — oo may appear in the right-hand side of (2.1), the

condition that Z be absolutely integrable is too strong and the condition that

Z be integrable is too weak. Therefore, we shall impose the integrability

condition on E(Z\%) instead of on Z.

Throughout the rest of this section, let (AT, °S>, Q) denote an abstract

probability space, DC a sub-a-field of $ .

Definition. An element TT G DC is called an 'X-null set if \Q%\(H) = 0

but \Q\iH) * 0.
We will let N% denote the set {h = 0}, where h is the Radon-Nikodym

derivative of Q% with respect to \Q\%. Then N% is a fit-null set which

contains every other DC-null set |(?|-a.e. We will also let I% denote the

indicator function of N^, the complement of N%. Note that if X, Y are

DC-measurable r.v.'s satisfying condition (2.1), then X = Y |Q|-a.e. on N^.

Therefore, there exists at most one DC-measurable r.v. Y which satisfies

condition (2.1) and vanishes on N%.

Definition. Let Z be a r.v. The conditional expectation of Z given DC,

denoted by F(Z|DC), is the |£>|-a.e. uniquely defined DC-integrable r.v. Y, if it

exists, which satisfies contition (2.1) and vanishes on N%.

Theorem 2.1. Let Z be a r.v. and % a sub-a-field of 9>. Suppose that there

is a sub-a-field § of *$> containing aiZ) ij 'X such that Z is § -integrable.

Then E(Z\%) exists iff

(2.2) ( ZdQ = 0

for each %-null set H.

Proof. The "only if" part is trivial. To prove the "if" part, let the measure

A be defined on DC by

(2.3) X(H)=jZdQ.

Both measures Q% and A are absolutely continuous with respect to \Q\%- Let

X, Y be the Radon-Nikodym derivatives of Q% and A, respectively, with

respect to \Q\%; that is

(2.4) Q%(H) = f X d\Q\,       X(H)=fYd\Q\,
JH JH

for TT G DC. From the definition of N%, it is easily seen that X = 0, |(?|-a.e.

on N%, and X =£ 0, |(2|_a-e- on N%- Let tne r-v- Z* be defined by

f Y/X, on /VS,,
(2.5) Z* = \     ' x

Then Z* is DC-measurable.

Let {TT,, . . . , TT„} be any DC-measurable partition of AT. Then

2 \Htfk)\= 2 If ZdQ< 2  [ \Z\d\Q3\
k-l k=\ \JHk k=\    »k

= f \Z\d\Qs\< oo.
JM
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This means that |A|(M) < oo. From (2.4), it follows that

(2.6) \Q%\(H) = f\X\d\Q\,        \X\(M)=( \Y\d\Q\.J H J M

From (2.2), (2.3) and the second identity of (2.4), we obtain that Y = 0,

|(2|-a.e. on N%. Therefore, by (2.5) and (2.6)

|A|(M)=f    \Y\d\Q\=f   \Z\* d\Q%\= f \Z\* d\Q%\.

Thus Z* is DC-integrable. If we can prove that (2.1) holds for Z*, then

Z* = 7s (Z| DC), since Z* is DC-integrable and is 0 on N%. However, it is

routine to show from (2.2)-(2.5) that (2.1) holds for Z*. Hence Theorem 2.1

holds.

Remark 2.1. A sufficient condition for (2.2) to be true is that \Q\% and

\Q%\ are equivalent.

Remark 2.2. There exists an integrable r.v. Z such that (2.2) holds but

7s (Z| DC) does not exist. Hence the assumption that Z is §-integrable is

necessary.

Remark 2.3. There exists an example for which 7s(Z|DC) exists but is not

§-integrable. Therefore, DC-integrability is the best we can count on for

E(Z\%).

Corollary 2.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, we have

f \E(Z\X)\d\Q%\<( \Z\d\Qs\.JM JM

Corollary 2.3. Let DC c % be sub-a-fields of % and Z be a r.v. If

condition (2.2) holds for all %-null sets and E(Z\§) exists, then E {E(Z\§)\

DC} = E(Z\%).

For an integrable r.v. Z, let E(Z) denote the integral of Z. The following

lemma can be obtained by standard procedures (see [1]).

Lemma 2.4. Let % be a sub-a-field of $ and Y, Z be r.v.'s.

(i) For constants a and b, E(aY + bZ\%) = a7i(r|DC) + z57i(Z|DC) if
both terms on the right-hand side are well defined.

(ii) If 7i(Z|DC) exists and Y is bounded, DC-measurable, then 7s(TZ|DC)

= YE(Z\%).
(iii) 7/Z is bounded and independent of DC, then 7s(Z|DC) = E(Z).

Theorem 2.5. Let Yk, 1 < k < n, be r.v.'s, DC a sub-a-field of % and f a
bounded measurable function on C". If there exists an DC-measurable r.v. Z

such that a{Yk - Z, 1 < k < n) is independent of DC, then E{f(Yx, . . . , Yn)\
DC} exists and equals

{E[f(Yx - Z + z, . . . , Yn - Z + z)]}z = z I%.

Proof. To prove this, we approximate / by simple functions and use the

independence of a(Yk - Z, 1 < k < n) and DC together with Lemma 2.4

and Corollary 2.2.

3. Construction of a measure. We shall now construct a Markov process

which gives rise to a semigroup of expansive  operators.   Let p G 7? and
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Jit, r) = exp{-tpr - tr2/2), 0 < t, r G R. If we let

g(t,x) = (27r)_1 f f(t, r)exp(-irx) dr    forjc6/?,(> 0,

then g(t, ■) is an abstract probability density function and

g(t,x) = (277/)"1/2exp{z>x + tp2/2 - x2/2t),

(3.1) \fg(t,x)dx=f(t,Q)=\,

g(t + s, x) = g(f) * g(s)(x) = f g(f, x - y)g(s,y) dy.
JR

We will adopt the convention

0.2) jT *«>„>„_{?.    ;;»-•
For each n > 1, 0 < r, <•••<?„ < T (some constant), define an n-

dimensional abstract probability distribution on R" by

n

(3.3) F(tx, . . . , tn; dxx, . . . , dxn) =  U g(tk - tk_x, xk - xk_x)dxk
k=\

where t0 = 0 and x0 = 0. Because of (3.1), it is clear that this family of

finite-dimensional distributions satisfies the consistency condition. Therefore

(see [3, pp. 107-111]), there exists a countably additive set function P* on

^D *, the class of all cylinder subsets of Q* = Rl°'T], such that P*(D) is given

by (3.3) for each cylinder set D with coordinates /,<••• < tn and base

(dxx, . . . , dxn). For any A G <35 (T?"), the Borel field of subsets of R", it is

not hard to see that

I fF(tx, ...,tn;dxx,..., dxn)   < cxp{Tp2/2).
\JA

Therefore, P* can be extended to the a-field ?F* generated by ^ * and (fi*,

ty*, P*) becomes an abstract probability space. Let >>*(/, w*) = w*(z*)> 0 < /

< T, w* G 12*. Then .y*(0) = 0, |F*|-a.e., since every cylinder subset of

(,y*(0) ¥= 0} has zero F*-measure according to (3.3) and (3.2). The finite-

dimensional distribution function of [y*it)} is given by (3.3). We see that

(y*it)} has stationary independent increments.

Let 0 < s < t < T, A G <S (R), G = {y*(t) - y*(s) G A). Then it is eas-

ily checked that

|F*|(G) < 4supZ)fE<i8.|F*(C7F>)| < 4exp(Tp2/2) f n(t - s, x) dx,

where n(t, x) is the normal density function with mean zero and variance t.

Hence

(3.4) f \y*(t) - y*(s)\4 d\P*\ < 4(t - s)hxp(Tp2/2).

Let Q = C[0, T] and % be the a-field generated by the class <$ of all

cylinder subsets of Q. Then inequality (3.4) implies that there exists a |F*|-a.e.

defined measurable mapping ■n from (9,*, <?*) to (ft, '») (see [4, pp. 217-218])

such that
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(3.5) ir(y*(t)) = y*(t),        |7>*|-a.e.

for each 0 < t < T. Let P be the abstract probability measure on (fi, ?F)

induced by 7"*. Then P defines the same finite dimensional distributions on

^ as P* does on ^ * because of (3.5).

Theorem 3.1. (fi, (S, P) is an abstract probability space such that

y(t, to) = to(t), tc G fi, 0 < t < T, is a process starting at 0 with stationary

independent increments. The finite-dimensional distribution function of {y(t)}

is given by (3.3).

Let us now show that {y(t)} Is a Markov process in the sense that

(3.6) E{IA(y(t))\%} = E{IA(y(t))\$s},       |P|-a.e.

for 0 < r < s < t < T, where <5S = a(y(s)), <^ = a(y(u), r < u < s) and

IA is the indicator function of a Borel set A G % (R). To this end, let W

denote the Wiener measure on (fi, W).

We make the following observation.

Lemma 3.2. P and W are equivalent. The Radon-Nikodym derivative of P

with respect to W is cxp{ipy(T) + Tp2/2).

Corollary 3.3. Let 0 < s < / < T, % = Wt or %. Then \P\% and \P%\

are equivalent and I% = 1, |P|-zj.e.

Theorem 3.4. The process y (t), 0 < t < T, is a Markov process in the sense

of (3.6).

Proof. From Corollary 3.3 and Remark 2.1, condition (2.2) is always

satisfied. Thus, conditional expectations of both sides of (3.6) exist. Let

% = ^s or $J and apply Theorem 2.5; we have

E{IA (y(t))\%) = f g(t-s,x- y(s)) dx- I%.
J A

Again, by Corollary 3.3, I% = 1, [T'l-a.e. Hence (3.6) holds. This proves

Theorem 3.4.

Corollary 3.5. Let B denote the Banach space, with sup-norm, of all

bounded, measurable, complex-valued functions on R and let St, 0 < / < T,

denote the semigroup of operators on B associated with the Markov process

{y(t)}. Then {S,} is a noncontraction semigroup and ||S,|| = exp{Cp2/2},

0 < / < T.
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